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ABSTRACT: Synthesis of bimetallic clusters is a topic of
accelerated interest; their physical and chemical properties
are greatly dependent on their composition, size, and
structure. The cluster beam technique is widely used for
preparation of clusters. However, creating bimetallic clusters
with well-controlled composition, size, and structure, espe-
cially for larger clusters (>100 atoms), is still a big challenge.
Here we demonstrate that not only size and composition
but also the structure of bimetallic clusters can be controlled
by tuning aggregation parameters.

Bimetallic nanoparticles display new properties, which cannot
be obtained by varying either the size of the pure metallic

systems or the composition of bulk bimetallic alloys.1�5

Bimetallic core/shell clusters offer fascinating prospects for the
design of selective catalysts1�4,6�10 as well as optical2�5,11,12 and
magnetic3,4,13�15 systems. Such bimetallic clusters can be created
by a variety of techniques including chemical reduction and
electrochemical synthesis etc.1�17 The advantage of the cluster
beam technique is that it enables the generation of model
catalysts with precise, atomic-scale size control.18�28 However,
cluster beam synthesis of nanoparticles of well-controlled size,
composition, and structure is extremely challenging for clusters
containing more than ∼100 atoms, primarily because of limita-
tion in the transmission of the mass-spectrometers used to select
the particle size. Here, we demonstrate the controlled cluster
beam synthesis of both Cu rich/Au rich and Au rich/Cu rich
mass-selected core/shell clusters containing several thousand
atoms. The experiment employs an Au�Cu alloy target and our
unique lateral time-of-flight mass spectrometer.20,22,29�31 The
clusters were analyzed by aberration-corrected scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM).32,33 The results provide
insight into the growth kinetics of the bimetallic clusters leading
to the controlled, selective and efficient production of a different
metastable but practical core/shell nanoparticle morphologies.

We focus onmass-selected Au�Cu bimetallic clusters (mass =
222 250 Da) created in a home-built RF magnetron sputtering
gas condensation cluster beam source with lateral time-of-flight
mass filter28�31 from an Au�Cu mixed target (molar ratio, Au:
Cu = 10:90). The clusters were deposited at low energy (500 eV)
on TEM grids covered with amorphous carbon film. (sample
A was deposited under 500 sccm/205 sccm He/Ar flow and
1.0 mbar aggregation pressure; sample B was deposited under
88 sccm/178 sccm He/Ar flow and 0.34 mbar aggregation
pressure.) The STEM characterization was performed with a
200 kV JEM 2100F instrument equipped with a probe corrector
(CEOS GmbH) and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)

detector, with inner and outer collection angles of 62 and 164mrad
in these experiments.

Figure 1 shows representative STEM images and diameter
distributions of two illustrative, mass-selected bimetallic cluster
samples. The principal difference between the synthesis conditions
was the flow rate of the condensation gas (He) and thus also the
aggregation pressure in the cluster source. (For details please see
caption to Figure 1.) Most clusters in the high He flow/pressure
sample, Figure 1a, have uniform contrast and size; a few clusters
which have coalesced, as marked by the arrow. The corresponding
diameter distribution, Figure 1c, has a bimodal distrbution. The
first peak is strong and narrow with an average diameter of 3.78(
0.19 nm (standard deviation is used for estimating of the error
bars), the second is weak and is centered around 5.2 nm, probably
arising from some cluster aggregation after deposition. As shown
in Figure 1b, the low pressure exhibits two kinds of clusters. The
large majorities are bright in contrast and uniform in size; the
remaining few are dark and large (marked by arrow). The lower
HAADF intensity, suggests these rare, large clusters are pure Cu

Figure 1. STEM images and diameter distributions of two mass-
selected bimetallic Au�Cu clusters samples: (a,c) sample deposited
under 500 sccm/205 sccm He/Ar flow and 1.0 mbar aggregation
pressure; (b,d) sample deposited under 88 sccm/178 sccm He/Ar flow
and 0.34 mbar aggregation pressure.
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(or Cu rich), reflecting the Z-contrast mechanism.4,5,32�35 The
diameter of the majority of clusters formed at low He flow/pres-
sure sample, Figure 1d, is smaller than that of the high He flow/
pressure sample. The average diameter is 3.32( 0.21 nm. Because
the mass of Au and Cu atoms is 197and 63.5 Da, respectively, in
order to keep the mass of particles constant, one extra/less Au
atom in the cluster should induce three Cu atoms less/more.
Moreover, the difference in radius between Au (1.44 Å) and Cu
(1.28 Å) atoms is <12.5%.36 The composition change of the clu-
ster should lead to the size change. The narrow distribution sug-
gests that these clusters have similar composition as well as mass
selected. Because we know the mass of the particles, the atomic
composition of the two samples can be quantified with a simple
hardball model. This gives Au composition ratio of about 5% for
the high He flow/pressure sample, which is a slightly lower than
the composition of the target (10%). However, at low pressure the
Au ratio increases to about 43%, much higher than the composi-
tion of the target. This result shows that the atomic composition of
the clusters can be tuned by control of the aggregation parameters
in conjunction with the mass-selection.

Figure 2 displays high-resolution aberration corrected STEM
images of the two samples. The HAADF image contrast is
proportional to Zn, where Z is the atomic number and we have
assumed that n is 1.32,33 so chemical contrast can be obtained.
We can see that the structures of the clusters synthesized at
different pressure are quite different. In the high He flow/
pressure sample, Figure 2a, the central parts of the clusters are
obviously brighter. In the low He flow/pressure sample,
Figure 2b, the central areas of clusters are either similar to or
darker than the edge areas. The difference in intensity contrast
between the two types of cluster can be seen especially clearly in

the corresponding line profiles, Figure 2c ,d. In Figure 2c we can
see that the intensity increases abruptly 2.3 times as we approach
the center, whereas in Figure 2d, a reduced intensity is apparent
at the center. The atomic numbers of Cu and Au are 29 and 79,
respectively, which leads directly to the conclusion that the high
He flow/pressure clusters present Au rich core/Cu rich shell
structure but the low pressure clusters present Cu rich core/Au rich
shell structure. The latter is expected to be more stable thermo-
dynamically but crucially each can be produced in abundance.

In order to put the structure assignments on a more quanti-
tative basis, we simulate the STEM intensity profiles of model
core/shell morphologies. Simple geometrical structures were
employed: both the core and the shell were spherical and the
center ofmass of the core coincidedwith the center ofmass of the
shell. The HAADF intensities were taken to depend exclusively
on the height of the projected atomic column,4,5,32 with each
atom contributing a Z1.32-dependent intensity.33 We employed
cluster diameters 3.78 and 3.32 nm, respectively, for the high He
flow/pressure and low He flow/pressure samples and whole
cluster composition of 5% and 43% as above. We assumed the
diameters of the core remained the same as pure Au (1.58 nm)
and pure Cu (2.61 nm) cores respectively for the high He flow/
pressure and lowHe flow/pressure samples. The Au (for highHe
flow/pressure sample) or Cu (for He flow/pressure sample)
ratio of the core was varied from 100% to 0% in 20% decrement.
The remaining Au (or Cu) atoms were distributed uniformly in
the shell when the composition of the core varied. The simulation
results are displayed in Figure 2c,d. For high He flow/pressure
sample, Figure 2c, the HAADF intensity of simulated profiles
increased around the central area and formed a step when the Au
ratio of core was higher than 20% (Cu0.8Au0.2/Cu0.96Au0.04).
Comparing the quantitative values, we can see that the HAADF
intensity of the experimental profile increases abruptly by 2.3
times in the central area. This value is higher than that of the
simulated profile of Cu0.2Au0.8/Cu0.99Au0.01 cluster (2.1 times)
and similar to the simulated profile of pure Au/pure Cu cluster
(2.4 times). It means the high He flow/pressure sample is at least
composed of Au rich/Cu rich clusters. As shown in Figure 2d,
for the low He flow/pressure sample, the HAADF intensity
of simulated profiles in central section increases and forms a
crown structure when the Cu ratio reduces to 80% (Cu0.8Au0.2/
Au0.68Cu0.32). The pattern is significantly different to the experi-
mental profile of low He flow/pressure sample. Instead, the
experimental profile is similar to the simulated profile of the pure
Cu/pure Au cluster. The close resemblance between the simu-
lated profiles of pure Au/pure Cu clusters and experimental data
confirms that the high He flow/pressure sample has Au rich/Cu
rich core/shell structure and the low He flow/pressure sample
has Cu rich/Au rich core/shell structure.

Our results show that flow rate of the condensation gas plays a
very important role during the formation of the clusters, leading
to the observed tunability of the core/shell structures. The effect
can be explained qualitatively by the following picture. The
growth of clusters occurs in two stages in the gas-condensation
technique: the energetic sputtered atoms from the sputtered
target atoms are cooled by the He gas leading to the formation of
seed clusters, then the nucleation of these seeds is followed by
growth into larger, nanoscale clusters if and when the seeds reach
a critical size.31,37 Three-body collisions between two metal
atoms and a cooling He atom are essential to remove excess
kinetic energy from the sputtered atoms for the formation of
seeds. In addition, the kinetic energy of the sputtered Cu atoms is

Figure 2. High-resolution STEM images, simulated and experimental
HAADF intensity line profiles for two mass-selected bimetallic Au�Cu
clusters samples: (a,c) sample deposited under 500 sccm/205 sccmHe/
Ar flow and 1.0 mbar aggregation pressure; (b,d) sample deposited
under 88 sccm/178 sccm He/Ar flow and 0.34 mbar aggregation
pressure.
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higher than that of the Au atoms due to the higher energy transfer
function38,39 and lower bond energy.40 So under conditions of
high He flow/pressure, both Au and Cu seeds are formed in
abundance but, unlike the Au seeds, the Cu seeds are not stable
enough to reach the critical size and thus growing into stable nm-
sizeCu particles. TheCu atoms instead attach to Au nuclei to form
Au rich/Cu rich core/shell clusters (presumably metastable).
When the He flow/pressure is reduced, the rate of nucleation
is reduced but a small of stable nm-size Cu clusters form. Attach-
ment of Au atoms generates Cu rich/Au rich core/shell clusters
observed. This picture is supported by the fact that we do not
observe any pure Cu clusters at high He flow/pressure, whereas a
small number of large Cu clusters are observed at low pressure
Figure 1b. The lack of Au rich/Cu rich core/shell clusters in low
He flow/pressure sample may be because they lie outside the
selected mass range. Of course, theoretical calculation to test this
qualitative scheme, which does account for the results observed,
would be most valuable.

In summary, we have demonstrated that by controlling the
condensation conditions, we can prepare and deposit both Cu
rich/Au rich, Au rich/Cu rich mass-selected, stable core/shell
clusters of well-defined size with the RF magnetron-sputtering
gas phase synthesis method. The work provides a method to
create model bimetallic nanoparticles for catalysis, optics and
magnetics and also provides understanding of the growth kinetics
of these bimetallic clusters.
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